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 30% BRIghTNeSS INCReASe  
 in continuous working*

 STANDARD M12 5 PIN CoNNeCToR   
 with remote dimming control

 CuSToM SIzeS available   
 1 CM STePS

* when compared to equivalent mback+ (standard version)



the hPBACK is a high-power backlight solution for machine vision 
applications. this product is the next evolution of tpl vision’s high 
running mback+ product, carrying significant product enhance-
ments. including: 30% brightness increase* in continuous wor-
king, new connector making it easier and more cost effective to 
integrate, improved rising and falling times of 15μs and 10μs 
respectively and custom sizes available in 1cm steps.

the robust aluminium casing of the product can be manufactured 
to sizes from 200 x 200mm up to 500 x 500mm or 1000 x 
200mm. this range topping backlight solution is perfect for high 
speed backlighting applications that require intense luminous 
flux. available in red, white and infrared, all with extremely high 
brightness and surface homogeneity of up to 95%.

 (*when compared to equivalent sizes standard mback+)

this is the solution for all backlighting applications and quality 
control tasks, such as: presence/absence, analysing edge defects, 
liquid fill level measurement and silhouetting.

the hPBACK has exceptionally small borders, 4mm thick, making 
the useful illumination area of the light easy to integrate into your 
system. the leds are mounted with highly efficient lenses, engi-
neered to distribute the highest brightness and uniformity balance 
available for machine vision backlights.

as with all tpl vision products, the Hpback comes with current 
control integrated and are guaranteed for 3 years (or 30k wor-
king hours).
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Custom sizes in centimetre steps available on request anywhere in 
the oRANge zones.
for smaller sizes please see SBACK II.



tecHnical specifications

HpBack

electronics

power supply 24 vdc ±10%

functioning mode continuous or strobed

strobe input pnp : from 5 to 24v for 100% on. from 0 to 1v for 100% off. 
npn : less than 1v for 100% on. above 2v for 100% off. max 20v.

overdrive no

strobe conditions 
(on time, duty cycle) no restriction

dimming pin 5 (m12 5pole connector): 0-10v = 100-30% respectively

maximum rising time 15 µs

maximum falling time 10 µs

control connector m12 5 poles

connector pin configuration 1: 24vdc / 2: npn / 3: gnd / 4: pnp / 5: dim 0-10v

power supply cable(s) max length 10m

maximum consumption 96w (continuous mode)

optics

colour white (5700k), red (630nm) and infrared (850nm)

Mechanics

thickness 45mm

lighting surface minimum: 0.2 x 0.2 m / maximum surface: 0.25m² / maximum length: 1m / maximum perimeter: 2.4m

weight 23.2 kg/m² ±15%

materials aluminum and loaded abs

diffuser white pmma

fixing 4 m4 nuts (supplied) to insert in the groove or 4 m3x20 screws (not supplied) applied to the corner slots

environment

operating temperature -10° c to +40° c / 80% of humidity without condensation / no thermal shock (maximum temperature variation: 10 degc in 24h)

storage temperature -20° c to +60° c / 80% of humidity without condensation / no thermal shock (maximum temperature variation: 10 degc in 24h)

ip protection ip 40

labels roHs-ce-weee

extras

Safety glasses

ref: eye-protect

M12 female 5 pins cable

2 meters ref: c-m12-5p-2m

5 meters ref: c-m12-5p-5m

10 meters ref: c-m12-5p-10m

FoR oVeRDRIVe AND eXPeRT VeRSIoNS, See MBACK+

Light mounting bracket

ref: tpl-mount-mback-square1



Reference builder
-> Build a High Power HPBACK reference
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*M12 5P Connector
See wiring diagram

The �rst �gure shall always
be the biggest one.

HPBACK, 30 x 20cm, White LEDs, connector M12 5P in position N°4

     HPB-30-20-WHI-N4

HPBACK, 50 x 40cm, Red LEDs, connector M12 5P in position N°2

     HPB-50-40-630-N2

HPBACK, 51 x 35cm, IR LEDs, connector M12 5P in position N°1

     HPB-51-35-850-N1

POSITION CHOICE REFERENCE EXAMPLES
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How to Build your reference

features and presentations liable to modifications without prior notice. a-1 version, 2019/06 edition

High Power HPBACKtpl Vision uk
brenchley House - school road - charing - kent tn27 0Jw - uk
tel. +44 (0)1738 310 392 - contact@tpl-vision.co.uk 
www.tpl-vision.com

TPL VISIoN IS eXTReMeLy CAReFuL ABouT BIN SoRTINg IN 
The SeLeCTIoN oF LeDS FoR TheIR PRoDuCTS.

the human eye is particularly sensitive to color variations. two pro-
ducts of the same color may appear different in the eyes of the user. 
However, the maximum variation of the wavelength DoeS 
NoT eXCeeD 10 NM.

Here are the following bandpass camera filters we recommend:

n  white leds: no filter required

n  red leds: bp 635 (http://midopt.com/filters/bp635/)

n  infrared leds: lp 830 (http://midopt.com/filters/lp830/)

we advise using bandpass filters from midopt: www.midopt.com


